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Electron beam interaction with high frequency structures (beyond microwave regime) has a great
impact on future high energy frontier machines. We report on the generation of multi-megawatt
pulsed RF power at 91 GHz in a planar metallic accelerating structure driven by an ultrarelativistic
electron bunch train. This slow-wave wakefield device can also be used for high gradient acceleration
of electrons with stable RF phase and amplitude which are controlled by manipulation of the bunch
train. To achieve precise control of the RF pulse properties a two-beam wakefield interferometry
method was developed in which the RF pulse due to the interference of the wakefields from the two
bunches was measured as a function of bunch separation. Measurements of the energy change of a
trailing electron bunch as a function of the bunch separation confirmed the interferometry method.

Cost and power consumption of microwave electron ac-
celerators become prohibitive for the next energy frontier
machines which require a multi-TeV level collision en-
ergy [1, 2]. Advanced accelerator concepts [3–5] capable
of high acceleration gradients are under study to reduce
the foot-print of such machines. Accelerators working at
a higher frequency (millimeter wave and beyond) [6, 7]
are good candidates to achieve a much higher gradient
because: i) the accelerating gradient increases with fre-
quency at a fixed power; ii) a shorter RF pulse is afford-
able for high frequency accelerating structures, thus help
achieve a stable high gradient [8–10]. While vacuum tube
technology [11–15] to drive high frequency structures is
under development, beam-driven devices use wakefields
from a high charge drive bunch (or bunch train) to gener-
ate RF pulses with stable phase and amplitude necessary
to accelerate a witness beam in both the collinear accel-
eration [16] and the two beam acceleration schemes [17].
Benefiting from the short RF pulse and high gradient,
the high frequency wakefield acceleration is also attrac-
tive in the application of high repetition rate (MHz level)
free electron laser (FEL) [18].

In this letter, we report on the generation of high-
power RF with precise phase and amplitude control in
a W-band (f0 = 91 GHz, λ0 = 3.3 mm) planar accelerat-
ing structure driven by a variable separation four-bunch
train. The individual RF pulse (“RF pulse” and “wake-
field” are used interchangeably in this letter) generated
by a single bunch are due to the interaction of the struc-
ture’s EM modes with the EM fields of the bunch [19, 20]
and the total RF pulse generated by the bunch train is
the superposition of the individual RF pulses. The RF
pulse generated by a single bunch typically has a pulse
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width of a few nanoseconds as determined by the struc-
ture’s group velocity and length. The interference of the
individual RF pulses can be varied by changing the bunch
separation resulting in both constructive and destructive
interference thus providing a means to tailor the total RF
pulse.

The experiment was performed at the Argonne Wake-
field Acceleration Facility (AWA) at Argonne National
Laboratory [21]. Fig. 1 shows the layout of the experi-
ment.

There are a number of methods to produce a bunch
train: transverse-to-longitudinal phase-space exchange in
combination with a multislit mask [22, 23], self-energy
modulation followed by chicane compression [24], and
others. In our experiment, the bunch train was gener-
ated directly from an RF photoinjector illuminated by a
series of laser pulses with variable spacing to provide a
tunable drive bunch train and witness bunch [25]. The
electron bunch train has the same time structure as the
laser pulse train. The laser train was variable from 1 to 4
pulses with a nominal bunch separation of z0 = 230 mm
in order to be synchronous with the 1.3 GHz RF photoin-
jector and accelerating cavities. In addition, the laser
separation was tunable +/− 3 mm around z0 so that the
entire 91 GHz period could be swept.

A 65 MeV electron bunch train was used to excite the
W-band structure. The train from the linac was focused
with quadrupoles and its trajectory was adjusted with
trim magnets to pass it through the center of the W-
band structure. The charge of a single bunch in the train
was varied from 0.1 nC to 4 nC during the experiment.
Each bunch had a longitudinal Gaussian distribution and
corresponding rms bunch length of 0.2 mm to 0.6 mm.
Note, the longer bunch lengths at higher charge are due
to stronger space charge effects. The integrating cur-
rent transformers (ICT 1 and ICT 2) were used to record
the charge of the drive beam before and after the W-
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup

band structure respectively to determine the percentage
of charge transmitted

The W-band planar accelerating structure (Fig. 1, in-
set) consists of two identical copper plates with periodic
grooves separated by a vertical gap = 2a. It is a 2π/3
mode traveling wave structure of length 123 mm [26].
The RF pulse excited by the electron bunch propagates
in the same direction as the beam and is coupled out of
the structure through a matching cell and perpendicular
waveguide fitted with standard gain WR10 horn anten-
nas. The vertical gap was adjusted to generate wakefields
at 91 GHz (a harmonic of 1.3 GHz). The structure was
installed on a motorized actuator inside a vacuum cham-
ber. A local reference laser was available for structure
alignment to the electron beam trajectory. Structure pa-
rameters are summarized in Tab. I.

TABLE I. Parameters of the W-band structure in Fig. 1.

Para. Value Unit Description
f0 91.0 GHz Frequency of the fundamental mode
2a 0.94 mm Gap between the two plates
d 1.10 mm Length of the regular cell
xmax 1.25 mm Half width of the regular cell
ymax 0.90 mm Depth of the regular cell
Ls 123.20 mm Total length of the grooved structure
βg 0.105 – Relativistic group velocity
Q 2560.0 – Total quality factor
R/Q 83.3 kΩ/m R over Q per unit length
α 3.55 1/m Field attenuation per unit length

The RF pulse extracted from the accelerating structure
was characterized by two direct methods and one indirect
method. The RF pulse exited the structure through the
WR10 horn antenna, passed through a quartz window
mounted on the vacuum chamber, and propagated into
the detection system. A calibrated photo-acoustic energy
meter [27] was used to measure the RF pulse energy and a
Michelson interferometer with a helium-cooled bolometer
was used to measure the time domain characteristics of
the RF pulse. In addition to the direct measurements of
the RF pulse, the kinetic energy of the electron bunches

was measured with a spectrometer to indirectly charac-
terize the wake since the electron bunches lose energy
to generate the wakefield. Taken together, these meth-
ods were used to characterize the interaction of various
bunch trains with the W-band wakefield structure.
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FIG. 2. RF frequency measurement with the interferometer

The fundamental frequency (f0) and bandwidth (BW)
of the structure were measured with an interferomet-
ric autocorrelation of the wakefield signal produced by
a single electron bunch. The simulated values are
f0 = 91 GHz and, given the single RF pulse width
τ = Ls(1/βgc − 1/c) = 3.4 ns (c is the speed of light),
BW = 1/τ = 0.3 GHz. Due to the limited travel range
of the interferometer the experimental data (integrated
signal intensity as a function of interferometer mirror po-
sition) shown in Fig. 2(a) is only a small fraction (19 mm)
of the full RF pulse width in air (τ · c = 1019 mm). Tak-
ing an FFT of the measured data yields a center fre-
quency of 91.3 GHz (in good agreement with simulation)
and BW = 13.1 GHz as shown in Fig. 2(b)(broader due
to the limited range of the interferometer).

The RF pulse energy as a function of beam charge was
measured with a calibrated meter (Fig. 1) and compared
to simulation. The electromagnetic code CST [28] was
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FIG. 3. Comparison of measurements and simulations of (a) RF energy versus transmitted charge measured with ICT 2. The
upper limit of the RF energy is calculated using the incident charge measured before the entrance of W-band structure, and
the lower limit is calculated using the charge measured at the exit. (b) the energy distributions with and without the presence
of the W-band structure for fixed charge (ICT 1 = 3 nC, ICT 2 = 1 nC).

used to simulate the RF energy generated by the beam
with RF losses (structure attenuation) included. The RF
power depends on the electron bunch parameters accord-
ing to P ∝ Q2

b · F (σz) [25], where Qb is the single bunch
charge and F (σz) is the bunch form factor (Fourier trans-
form of the normalized charge density distribution). To
estimate σz as a function of Qb, the beam dynamics code
ASTRA [29] was used for start to end beamline simula-
tions to determine the electron beam parameters in the
W-band structure. This showed that σz increases with
Qb due to space charge effects which results in the reduc-
tion of the form factor and therefore slower power growth
with charge than would occur if σz were constant. The
“effective charge” contributing to the RF power gener-
ated is bounded between the incident charge measured
before (ICT 1) and the transmitted after (ICT 2) the
structure. Fig. 3(a) shows the upper and lower limits of
the RF power due to the respective charges. The effec-
tive charge fit to the measured RF energy data was about
2/3 of the charge at ICT 1.

The energy distribution of a drive bunch was measured
both with and without the structure present (solid lines
in Fig. 3(b)) and used to confirm the effective charge esti-
mate given above. The energy lost by the drive bunch de-
pends on its charge which, as before, is bounded between
the charge measured at ICT 1 (3 nC) and ICT 2 (1 nC ).
Simulations of average energy changes of 1 nC and 3 nC
bunches passing through the structure are −0.7 MeV and
−2 MeV respectively (Fig. 3(b)). An effective charge of
2 nC (Gaussian beam with F (σz = 0.5 mm) = 0.4)) pro-
vides the best fit to the measured energy distribution
and agrees well with the estimate of the effective charge
obtained by the RF energy measurements. Due to the
imperfections of beam alignment and focusing, part of
the bunch may have been lost at the entrance or inside
the structure, which means no contribution or partial
contribution to the RF radiation. The effective charge is
used to describe the effective contribution from the drive
beam on average.

The energy and the amplitude of the RF pulse gener-
ated by the two-bunch drive train depends on the bunch

separation. Consider two bunches traversing the struc-
ture: each bunch generates a wakefield and the total en-
ergy in the RF pulse depends on how these two wakes in-
terfere. The energy will vary between minimum and max-
imum as the delay of trailing bunch is scanned (Fig. 4(a))
with the cycle repeating at the RF wavelength, 3.3 mm.
Simulated RF pulse envelopes in Fig. 4(a) correspond to
the energy measurements in case 1© ∼ 4©, which also show
the modulations of the RF pulse amplitude. In case 1©,
the individual wakes add constructively, generating the
maximum RF energy. In case 3© however, the wake of
the trailing bunch interferes destructively, so the output
RF energy is minimal, which does not drop completely
to zero since the RF pulses don’t fully overlap in time
due to bunch separation.

The energy change of the trailing bunch also depends
on the bunch separation (Fig. 4(b)). (Note, the leading
bunch loses the same energy regardless of the position of
the trailing bunch since its wake doesn’t affect the leading
bunch.) In case 1©, the trailing bunch gets decelerated by
the wake from the leading bunch. It losses more energy
than the leading bunch and contributes to the maximum
RF amplitude. In case 3© however, the trailing bunch
rides on the acceleration phase so that it gains energy
from the wake of the leading bunch. Energy measure-
ments of the two bunches are consistent with the RF
envelope descriptions in cases 1© and 3©. The inconsis-
tencies between the measurements and the simulations in
Fig. 4(b) are due to the differences between the average
effective charge in the simulations (100% transmission)
and the complicated particle loss process in reality. This
measurement is equivalent to wakefield mapping [30, 31]
where the energy change of a trailing bunch is measured
with a spectrometer as a function of its delay behind the
leading bunch.

Proper bunch spacing was set and RF wavelength was
measured with a newly developed two-beam (wakefield)
interferometry method based on the energy of the RF
pulse described above. Two-beam interferometry (based
on RF pulse energy) can be used for these two purposes
for lower charge trains than traditional wakefield map-
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FIG. 4. (a) Measured RF energy vs. the change in bunch
separation, ∆z ≡ z − z0, which fits a 3.3 mm wavelength co-
sine function (z0 is the nominal bunch separation). Labels
1© ∼ 4© correspond to different relative wakefield phases when
the leading bunch and the trailing bunch add. The simulated
RF pulse power envelope in cases 1© ∼ 4© are also shown
in the figure. (b) Comparison between the simulations and
experimental observations of the energy distributions of two
bunches after the W-band structure. In case 1©, the trail-
ing bunch was decelerated by the wakefield from the leading
bunchin case 3©, the trailing bunch was accelerated.

ping (based on trailing bunch energy loss) for two rea-
sons: (i) interferometry does not depend on bunch energy
spread and energy jitter and (ii) the relative energy loss
due to the wakefield of a low charge bunch is often small
(e.g. 100 pC loses ∼ 70 keV out of 65 MeV in this exper-
iment) and therefore difficult to measure. In contrast,
the energy of the RF pulse generated by the same charge
(100 pC) is on the order of 7µJ, which can be easily mea-
sured with a bolometer (∼ nJ sensitivity). In fact, this
measurement only requires an integrating energy meter,
such as a Golay cell, pyroelectric detector, bolometer, or
diode detector. In general, two-beam interferometry can
be used for tuning drive bunch train separation for wake-
field accelerators [32–34] and microbunch trains for FELs
[23, 35].

The duration of the RF pulse excited by a single
bunch is finite (τ = 3.4 ns in this case), so that the to-
tal number of bunches that can constructively overlap
is ceiling(τ/Tb) − 1, where Tb is the bunch spacing. A
train of bunches beyond this number will increase the fi-
nal RF pulse length, but not the RF power [25]. The
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FIG. 5. Energy spectrometer measurements of the bunch
train passing through the W-band structure, compared with
the simulation results on 3 bunches of 2 nC (effective charge)
drive beam passing through the structure, with the wakefields
adding up in phase.

saturated RF output power generated in the experiment
was with a train of 4 bunches. The highest power cor-
responds to the case when all bunches lose energy to
the wake. In the original bunch train each bunch had
approximately the same energy distribution (black solid
line shown in Fig. 3(b)). The measured energy distri-
bution of the bunch train after traversing the W-band
structure is shown in Fig. 5. Three bunches with differ-
ent energy losses are clearly visible but the 4th bunch is
missing. The missing bunch is not fully understood but
was likely caused by a combination of two effects. First,
the energy balance from the laser multi-splitter resulted
in a low-charge fourth bunch (15% of bunch 1) so that
it contributed less to the power of the RF pulse. Sec-
ond, the transverse wakefield may have kicked the beam
out of the structure after only a very short distance so
that it, again, contributed less to the wakefield. For the
following analysis we assumed no contribution from the
4th bunch. The blue dashed line in Fig. 5 gives the sim-
ulated energy spectrum of 3 bunches, each of 2 nC ef-
fective charge, passing through the W-band structure.
These agree well with the experimental observation on
the spectrometer. The average energy loss of bunch 1
through 3 was 1.3 MeV, 3.2 MeV, 4.4 MeV respectively,
indicating coherent superposition of wakefields for max-
imum radiated power. Given the energy meter measure-
ment of 18 mJ per pulse, we calculate the maximum peak
power of 4.8 MW (in agreement with the simulation of
a 3 × 2 nC bunch train) and peak accelerating gradient
of 85 MV/m. Simulations show that, with an optimized
beamline optics setup, the beam transmission through
the structure can be improved to 5 nC per bunch which
leads to 70 MW RF output. This indicates that, with
improved beam quality, a similar structure could be used
for high-gradient wakefield acceleration [16, 26].

In summary, a W-band wakefield accelerating struc-
ture driven by a bunch train was experimentally char-
acterized. A two-beam wakefield interferometry mea-
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surement was developed as a high sensitivity technique
for wakefield characterization and precise RF phase con-
trol in wakefield acceleration. A 5 MW RF pulse was
generated corresponding to an accelerating gradient of
85 MV/m.
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